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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
The following questions have been frequently asked in the past.  Questions have been summarized to 
assist in understanding the question.  The answers provided are considered to be the official answer from 
this agency.  Please carefully review prior to Pre-Bid meeting. This Exhibit will be expanded throughout 
the process as needed and provided in the form of an amendment to the RFP. 

 
1) Do attachments have to be on all six (6) copies or just the original? 

 
The Proposal must be received with one original and 6 copies with all 
Attachments and Exhibits that are requested.  There are two reasons for this: 
1) Each Evaluation Committee member must have access to a complete copy 
of the proposal in order to fairly evaluate the contents.  2) When the contract is 
awarded and constructed for signature, it must go as a complete document 
with the RFP copies to the various departments within the City.   

 
2) How much information should be included in our responses?   

 
Bidders should provide the amount of information that they feel is necessary for 
the CITY to make a positive determination on the proposal.  At a minimum, the 
bidder MUST submit the specific information requested for the bid to be accepted. 

 
3) If all of our insurance policies are listed in one letter from the agent, is this sufficient or 

do you need a separate letter for each policy or front page of each policy? 
 

If all of the information requested is on one page, then that is all that is needed. 
SLAAA must be listed as the Certificate Holder on all policies. 

 
4) We have to give 90 days notice to terminate our contract. The City is obligated to 

give only 30 days?            
 
 Yes, this is correct. 

 
5) In Exhibit E-1, there is reference to “Contract Titles”.  Do employee resumes of key 

personnel get placed in this section?   
 
Exhibit E-1 is used to describe past experience in the service category that you 
wish to bid. Resumes may be placed in Attachment E. 

  
6) The RFP document calls for “information related to previous and current contracts, which 

are considered identical or similar to the requirements of this RFP.” Does this mean only 
SLAAA-related contracts—or all State, Federal, and Local contracts to provide services? 
For example, our agency administers an extensive Head Start contract, which has many 
similar financial, reporting, and legal requirements—should we provide SLAAA with 
information about that contract? 
 
We mean all related contracts, not just SLAAA related contracts.  We want to 
know your history of servicing similar contracts, their size, scope, etc.  Please list 
all that you feel will help us determine your ability to satisfactorily meet our 
contract requirements. 
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7) The RFP states the BIDDER should provide an Organizational Chart, please explain.  

 
We want a detailed chart of the key decision makers, lines of authority and the 
emergency contact persons within the Agency.  We want to know who we must 
contact and deal with in the event of an emergency or other contract related 
issues.  
 

8) Should I submit my bid in a binder or folder? Can the copies of the proposal response be 
double sided?        

 
No.  We prefer that you use the least amount of binding, covering, etc. as 
possible.  We will remove all of the bids from the binder before review.  

 
 Yes.  Copies can be double sided. 
 

9) Please discuss the living wage requirement. Can it be waived?   

 The Living Wage Rate is NOT required for vendors. The caterer is providing             
a meal based on our request at an agreed upon rate.  The bidder will fill out the 
appropriate forms and acknowledgement and submit it as required. Not-For-
Profit organizations are also waived. 

 
10) Can we attach or submit letters of support with the application? If so, where should we 

put them? 
 

We do NOT want Letters of Support.  Your plan and related documents should be  
sufficient to help us determine the worthiness of the application. 

 
11) Is a City Business License required for all contractors? 

 
A City of St. Louis Business License must be obtained and city earnings tax must 
be paid (if applicable) before the contract can be processed by the City of St. 
Louis. A City of St. Louis Business License is easily obtainable in the ninety (90) 
day period between the award date and the contract start date.  

 
12) What parts of the RFP need to be notarized? 

 
Notarizing is only required where there are specific instructions. "Witness 
signature" does not require a notary.  

 
13) How do we find out about the vendors that are already MWDBE certified within the City 

of St. Louis? 
 

Please go the following website:  https://www.flystl.com/business/business-
diversity-development-1/directories you will find an easy to use directory to help 
in your search. 
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14) Do we turn in Exhibits with our proposal? 
 

The Exhibits are informational in nature only.  Some Exhibits are the forms provided 
for you to fill out and return as "Attachments" if that is what is called for.  No Exhibits 
are to be returned. 

 
The Attachment Cover Sheets are not the same as the Exhibits. The Exhibit G cover 
sheet says “RFP Evaluation Process, Forms, Committee”.  The Attachment G 
coversheet says "Performance Bond Acknowledgement." Please submit all 
documentation per the Checklist and Attachment Coversheets. 

 

15) Who is the current caterer for SLAAA?    GA Foods 

 
16) Do the nutrition sites have hot holding and cold holding equipment that we can place the 

food in once it arrives?        

Yes, in some cases. Your bid may include the offer of equipment to meet the 
needs of the site.     

If so, please list the equipment at each site. Some sites are equipped with 
microwaves others have ovens.        

Is there any equipment which is provided to the contractor to provide this service?   NO 

17) How many pallets of Ensure, bottled water and emergency meals will the caterer be 
required to store at any one time?    

This is dependent on the season of the year or supplies available, 10-12 pallets   at 
most. 

18)  Please identify the delivery sites, the number of meals, type of meals that are to be 
delivered, and define previous meal delivery status.  
 

Previous meal delivery status is the number of meals by site that were previously 

delivered.  On Friday, the updated Exhibit V will be on the SLAAA website.  It will 

list the November meal count and unduplicated clients by site.  Currently, all of 

the meals are Frozen meals.  None of our sites are providing congregate meals.  

The updated Exhibit V also lists the largest pre-Covid congregate monthly meal 

count and the average pre Covid congregate meal count. See Exhibit V. This is the 

current status and could change after this RFP process. 

 
19) Are all meals to be packaged and delivered in bulk or are there meals which must be 

packaged individually when delivered to each site?  Is the contractor responsible for 
providing beverages? In addition to meals, what other items is the contractor responsible 
for?  

See Exhibit S. 

20) Who prepares the menu for providers to follow? How many weeks are in a cycle? Are 
menus changed each quarter?  
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The SLAAA dietitian will prepare the menu if the caterer does not have dietitians 
available. The Missouri Code of State Regulation states that the menu should be a 
4-week menu cycle that changes quarterly.  There has been flexibility on this in 
the past, for the FY22-24 contract, this requirement must be met. 

21) Does the emergency meal contain "dry milk and cocoa" or "dry milk or cocoa"?    

 Dry milk or hot cocoa. 
 

Are instant mashed potatoes acceptable to SLAAA?                     Yes 
 
What type of milk (1% or 2% etc) is needed for the contract?           1% 
 

22) Are there any special diets required and if so, please identify the type and quantity 
needed each day? Is the contractor responsible for providing any paper products? 
Please identify what products are to be provided.  If the contractor is responsible for 
providing paper products, are these items billed separately?                             

See Exhibit S. 

Will staff at the delivery sites clean the containers and pans which are delivered by the 
contractor?     

No. They only rinse them out and the caterer picks them up and cleans them. 

23) In Exhibit W there is a list of nutrients for a nutrient analysis. Do all of the nutrients listed   
have to be included in the analysis for the menus?  

 
Yes. All of the nutrients listed should be included on a daily basis. These are 
“minimum requirements.” Some days the amounts will be over the listed amount 
and under on others. This will be negotiated with the SLAAA Dietitian. 

 
24) Vitamin D, Potassium, and Magnesium are extremely, if not impossible, to meet on            

a per meal basis. Is it okay to average these nutrients for the week?   
 

The above nutrients can be met if the menu is carefully planned to include foods 
high in these nutrients and follow the meal pattern provided.  Magnesium is the 
exception, as the type of foods that are high in Magnesium tend to be seeds and 
nuts.  Dark greens and whole grains have Magnesium. If a nutrient is missing 
within a day, it can be made up throughout the week.  This should not happen too 
often if the meal pattern is followed.  

 
The Vitamin D requirement is a challenge.  If unable to meet the requirement by 
food sources, it is recommended that the client goes out into the sunlight for at 
least 10 minutes during the day.  SLAAA provides nutrition education that 
discusses this as well as alternate food sources that clients can eat to achieve the 
required goal. 
 

25) Can 800 mg of sodium and 7-9 grams of fiber be averaged for the week as well?   
 

Sodium can be averaged.  Fiber can not. Fiber works better with the bodily 
functions if there is a consistent amount eaten daily.  The requirement is for                 
7-9 grams/day. 
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26) Can meal delivery be done by a third-party courier or does delivery need to be done by 
the caterer themselves? 

 
We are open to different strategies being outlined in the RFP submissions.  

 
27) What are the caterer's obligations in regard to the Memorandum of Understanding in 

Exhibit L? 
 

FEMA / SEMA only reimburse the City for expenses that are part of contracted 
services. The Memorandum of Understanding in Exhibit L allows for the purchase 
of equipment, supplies, and services, in addition to the current contract, in the 
event that the City has declared a disaster or emergency. The items listed 
(spoons, pans, towels, etc.) are examples of such supplies.      
 
In case of an emergency, the specifics of the caterer's obligations will be worked 
out, an agreement signed and implemented in order to allow for FEMA/SEMA 
reimbursement. 

 
Are caterers required to bid on all catering services? No.  

 
28) Can we visit the senior centers before being awarded a contract? 

 
Yes. Bidders are encouraged to visit the senior centers to understand their 
desires regarding services and their facility capacities, many sites do not have 
storage or heating capability.  

 
29) What is the total expected meal counts for both Congregate and HDM that are to be 

used for the “total expected meal delivery for contract period” boxes on the bid 
submission forms (Exhibits D1 thru D6)?  This information to all bidders will ensure a 
consistent base for all bidders to be evaluated. 

 
This is the total that the bidder believes they will provide if their bid is accepted in 
total.   If bidder only bids to deliver to 2 sites, totaling 400 meals per day, the total 
expected delivery will be 400 X 250 projected serving days = 100,000 meals. 

 
30) Will the award be based on the per meal price(s)?  Or the “total bid price(s)”?  If total bid 

price, then response to question 1 is critical. 
 

Award will be based on numerous factors including the "Per Meal Price".  Total 
bid price is only used to confirm the approximate meal bid. 

 
31) If caterer is proposing pre-plated, hot meals delivered for serving the congregate sites 

(instead of bulk pans), which bid submission form should be used?  Or does a new 
submission option/form need to be added? 

 
See Exhibit D, page D1. 

 
32) If caterer is proposing a combination of hot pre-plated and frozen for home delivered 

clients, which bid submission form should be used?  Or does a new submission 
option/form need to be added? 
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Use both bid sheets and indicate on each one the anticipated number of meals to 
be delivered and that it is in conjunction with the other bid sheet. 

 
33) How many soup/salad meals should be used for calculation purposes? 

 
We have no history to base this on.  Please estimate a price based on @ 50% of 
the congregate meal total per day. 

 
34) Please clarify Exhibit D8 – “Frozen Meals – Congregate Meal at Senior Centers” will 

these meals be delivered frozen to the centers who will then retherm / heat them for 
serving?  Or is the caterer to retherm frozen meals and deliver already hot to the 
centers? 

 
The intent was for them to be delivered frozen to the site who will then re-heat 
them for serving.  Visits to each site are encouraged in order for the bidder  to 
understand the capacity of each site to perform this function.   

 
35) What are congregate non-center meals? 

 
Congregate non-center meals refer to instances when SLAAA is contacted for             
a program by an organization, such as a church, and a meal service is requested. 
These meals will be served in disposable containers and are compensated as 
congregate meals. These services are requested infrequently and within the 
service area. 

 
36) Will the contract allow for price escalation in years 2 and 3 of the contract? 

 
 There is currently no percentage built into the contract. This will be negotiated   
  yearly with the individual providers.  
 

37) What retherm equipment is currently at each site and will it remain? 

 

All of the equipment was provided by the current caterer.  Equipment includes a 

commercial microwave and some sites have ovens.  Some equipment is now old 

and may need repair. 

 

38) What frozen capacity is there at each center? 

 

Each center has 1-3 freezers.  Very little is stored at the center.  They have the 

ability to store the five pack boxes.  The senior centers are not required to store 

large amounts of food.  Deliveries are made daily. 

 

39) Is your preference to continue to use the retherm model or go to daily hot delivery for  

both congregate and home delivery? 

 

Our preference is a combination of the frozen and hot delivery.  The current 

contract estimate was for 80% frozen and 20% hot meals provided.  However, due 

to the pandemic, all of the current meals provided are frozen. 

 

40) Can you please clarify the nutrient requirements, and which need to be met daily versus  

weekly? 
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The guidelines are set by the Dietary Reference Intake (DRI).  The DRI sets the 

minimum requirements and provides flexibility for Area Agencies on Aging to 

provide meals with higher values.  The current Caterer sends the Registered 

Dietitian the menus and the Registered Dietitian reviews them and makes 

suggestions.  If the daily nutrient requirements are not met, the Registered 

Dietitian reviews the weekly nutrient requirements to see if the nutrients have 

been satisfied over a weeks’ time. 

 

The following lunch requirements are based on a 70-year-old man who is 5’10’ and 

165 pounds: Calories 716 no meal <600 Calories; Protein 27gm; Fat 24 gm; 

Carbohydrate 98.5 gm; Vitamin A (mcg) 30 mcg; Vitamin C (mg) 30mg; Vitamin B6 

(mg) 0.57 mg; Vitamin B12-0.8 mcg; Vitamin D 5 mcg; Calcium (mg) 400mg; 

Magnesium 140 mg; Zinc (mg) 3.7mg; Sodium 800 mg; Fiber 7-9 grams; Potassium 

1,567 mg.  

 

41) Can you provide a menu or requirements for the soup/salad option? 

 

All of the meals provided must meet the Dietary Reference Intake (DRI).  It is up to 

your company to present us with your soup and salad options.  The soup and 

salad are to be provided for the congregate meal setting, if funds are available. 

 

42) Can you confirm the number of senior centers? One exhibit shows 7, one shows 10. 

 

There are 7 catered senior centers and 3 senior centers that currently prepare 

their own meals.  Catering companies can bid on up to 10, in case the other 3 are 

unable to prepare the meals. 

 

43) Which meals are plated at the centers? (Which sites or number of aluminum trays do we  

      need to provide?) 

 

Currently, no meals are plated at the senior centers.   

 

44) Can you clarify who will be delivering to the participant’s homes? 

 

The Senior Centers deliver meals to the participant’s homes. 

 

45) What are the current rates for all meals types? 

 

a. CM Hot $3.27  

b. CM Frozen $3.83 

c. CM Box Lunch $3.21 

d. CM Non-Center Event $3.27 

e. CM Special Event $3.40 

f. HDM Hot $3.27 

g. HDM Frozen $3.83 

h. Emergency Meals (3 meals) $3.95 

i. Emergency Meals (7 meals) $3.80 

j. HDM Holiday $3.73 
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k. Bran Flakes (35 oz bag) $5.16 

l. Bags, Plastic (Case 1,000 each) $20.13 

m. Cutlery Kits (Case 260 ea.) $16.39 

n. Fruit Cups (Case 96 ea.) $35.20 

 

46) If no quantity of meals is guaranteed under your contract does that mean that you may  

get more orders than you anticipated in addition to the option of getting less orders then 

you anticipated? 

Yes, you may get more or less orders than originally anticipated.  If you receive 
more orders from SLAAA, then you will be reimbursed for the deliveries. 

 
47) How do you know if your contract is eligible for extension for one year vs two years and  

will you need to resubmit a proposal in order to request an extension? 
 

You will receive an award letter 90 days prior to the start of the Fiscal Year if you 

are selected to provide catering services. 

 

48) Are any monies provided up front for the preparation of meals or does the entire  

  program run on a reimbursement system? 

 

The program is run on a system of reimbursement for the meals provided. 

 

49) Will the RFP forms be fillable? 

 

No.  The bidder may convert the PDF to Word documents to type in them. 

 
50) What is your current pricing of Bran Flakes and Ensure Plus? How do you want it 

packaged and delivered to the customer? 

 

We currently receive a 35 oz bag of Bran Flakes for $5.16.  Bags are delivered to 

our senior centers by the caterer, at the direction of the SLAAA Registered 

Dietician, and delivered to clients from there. We currently receive a case of 

24 Nutrition Ensure Plus 8 oz. Vanilla resealable containers for $16.43.  Cases are 

delivered to the Senior Centers by the caterer, at the direction of the SLAAA 

Registered Dietician, and delivered to clients from there.  

 

51) Will there be a staff person at your office on Monday, January 18th to receive a Fed Ex 

delivery of our completed Bid on the St. Louis RFP?  

           

NO, it is a federal and city holiday and the office is closed.  
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52) In regards to the Congregate meals count in Exhibit V, does it mean that there are only 

73 meals per day across the 7 sites on average? What is the minimum meal count per 

site permitted before the senior center is to be closed? 

  

There are no minimum meal counts. The 73 meals are give or take 10 meals.  Five 

of the centers deliver HDMs.  The others provide needed services in their area of 

the City.  We have never closed a senior center.  The senior centers either close 

on their own or merge with another nearby senior center.  We have a waiver from 

the State in regard to minimum meal delivery.  

       

53) Are the delivered congregate hot meals to be packaged bulk or individual plated? 

      

Both methods have been used in the past.  Both have their pros and cons. Please 

bid on both.  

  

54) How many home delivered meals are hot per site? How many home delivered meals are 

frozen per site? 

     

During the 8 months prior to Covid-19 impacting our program around 6% of the 

meals were delivered hot to the senior centers for them to deliver to clients.   

 

At this time all meals are delivered frozen to our senior centers. The centers heat 

up the meals to deliver to the clients that cannot handle a frozen meal.   It is our 

intent to go back to hot meal delivery to the senior centers when Covid-19 ends. 

 

55) How far in advance are meals ordered? How far in advance are salads ordered? Under 

our current program the senior centers must turn in their requests by Thursday noon for 

the next week's deliveries. What changes do you want to see in the future of your 

nutrition program? 

 

We are hoping to return to normal sometime in late spring, early summer after the 

vaccine is out, and things have calmed down enough for seniors to feel 

comfortable coming out to a congregate setting.  We imagine that our HDM (Home 

Delivered Meal) program will continue to grow.  We are looking for some 

innovative meal delivery options like "grab & go', soup & salad options, early 

dinner options, etc.  A lot of this will be dependent on the federal and state 

regulations as things move forward. 

General notes 
 

▪ The City of St. Louis population, including seniors, has declined in recent years. 
2010 Census data shows that there are 49,919 persons over the age of 60 in the 
City of St. Louis.  This is a loss of 9,535 persons over the decade.  SLAAA, due to 
funding limitations, has had to twice implement a waiting list for new HDM clients 
over the last two years. 

 
▪ The trend nationally is that the congregate meal usage is declining. 
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▪ HOT HDM are to be pre-plated individually and delivered to the center. There are 
too many problems with the senior centers doing the packaging with bulk 
product. 

 
▪ All centers have necessary equipment to bring the food to the homebound. The 

request for hot meal catering is for MEALS only, not delivery equipment. No 
cutlery is required for HDMs. 

▪ Menus follow DRI per Missouri State requirements the SLAAA Dietitian will 
prepare he menus if the caterer does not have a dietitian. If a dietitian is available 
the SLAAA dietitian will approve the site menu. The caterer’s dietitian is expected 
to complete the menu analysis and provide to the SLAAA Dietitian or review and 
approval. 
 

▪ Billing Catering invoices must be sent to the senior center by the 2nd working day 
after the month in which meals have been delivered to be verified. The senior 
center will verify, sign, and send to SLAAA. Payment to the caterer will be 
processed per policy. Contractors can expect payment anywhere between 7 and 
27 days after submission of the invoice or Service Cost Allocation Report (SCAR).  
 

▪ Holiday meals are delivered to participating centers on Thanksgiving Day and 
Christmas Day. 
 

▪ Frozen meals heating equipment and storage capacity vary at each site. Interested 
caterers are encouraged to visit or communicate with the SLAAA nutrition sites in 
order to determine needs at each site. 
 

▪ Emergency meals it is envisioned the first emergency meals will be required in 
late July. SLAAA will pay caterers as soon as boxes are prepared and are 
available to be delivered to centers.  
 

▪ The caterer is to maintain and store Ensure, water, Gatorade, and etc. a agreed 
upon at the start of the contract. There will be no additional reimbursement or 
delivery of these supplies to the center. If the items are delivered to shelters or 
other sites as directed by the CITY there will be no additional reimbursement if the 
delivery is on a regular route. Otherwise if the delivery is not on a regular route 
SLAAA will reimburse for the delivery.   

 
 

Please submit additional questions in writing at anytime prior to the close of the proposal.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


